
These are the reasons why, in our view, nuclear testing must
be stopped. What should be done to stop it? My delegation
believes that the General Assembly should in the first instance
call upon-the nuclear--powers-•which are carrying out or ar e
capable of carrying out te-sts to refrain from further testing .
In spite of what has happened we still beli-eve that such a
request should be made . The draft resolution presented by Ghana,
India Nepal, United Arab Republ :d.c and others appears to us t o
be su~table to express the urgent-wish of all nations in this
respect .- As I said, Canada is prepared to vote for-it, but we
draw attention to the last phrase in operative paragraph 2 which
reads :

"Earnestly urges the powers concerned to refrain from
further test.eaplosiôns pending the conclusion of necessary
internationally binding agreements in regard to tests or
general and-campl-ete disarmament . "

This and the succeeding paragraph, though expressed rather
vaguely, seem to be intended to meet the positions which have
been stated by the major nuclear powers in regard- to the so-
called moratorium, that is, in regard to their makiag a declara-
tion - a simple verbal promise -- that they will refrain'from
nuclear -testing . What are these positions?

U.S . Attitude -

The representatives of'the United-States'have made it
clear that-they are resolutely opposed to a further uncontrolled
moratorium, having been deceived by the Soviet IInionts violation
of the agreement not to test which was in force during the Geneva
negotiations . As a consequence of the Soviet Union's actio n
the United States may find=that it has been placed at a relative
disadvantage in the development of nuclear weapons . The United
States is therefore unwilling again to trust such an uninspected,
unsupervised agreement .

We-must say that we have much sympathy with the viewpoint
expressed by the United States delegation, and I quote-the._proverb,
"Onoé bitten, twice shy" . We feel that we owe it to the representa-
tive of the United States to say that Canada appreciates full y
that the United States respected the -wishes of the United Nations
General Assembly as èapressed in resolutions 15?? and 1578 of last
ear, and many preceding resolutions, and did not initiate any
uclear weapons tests until after the Soviet Union had teste d
Large bombs in the atmosphere and had made it clear that it would
ot accept the request of the President of the United States and
ime Minister of the United Kingdom to put an end to the serie s
f tests which it had embarked upon . Furthermore, the four tests
de by the United States have been carried out underground and
ave hence produced no radioactive fall-out .


